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� Educate game developers 

► through a first-hand 
(frustrating) experience 

� How it feels interacting with 
a game that is not 
accessible

► due to the fact that important 
design rules were not 
considered or applied during 
its design
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� The ability to play a game 
even when functioning under 
limiting conditions 

� limiting conditions: 

► functional limitations, or 
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e.g., blindness, deafness, mobility 
limitations
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� Not only people with 
physical, sensory or mental 
disabilities 

� Gamers with “situational”
disabilities, due to: 

(a) the environment they 
operate in 

(b) the hardware & software 
they use 

(c) their gaming skills and 
preferences
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the International Game 
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+ Context-independent form
► Ambiguous or too abstract to be 
applied in a specific context 
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+ Might create new 
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+ Hands-on experience 
required

Low effectiveness & usability
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� The Psychology (Design) of 
Everyday Things
► Donald Norman

� GUI Bloopers: Don'ts and Do's 
for Software Developers and 
Web Designers
► Jeff Johnson

� Web sites
► Bad Human Factors Designs
www.baddesigns.com

► Worst of the Web
www.worstoftheweb.com

► Interface Hall of Shame 
homepage.mac.com/bradster/iarchitect/s
hame.htm
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� Specific piece of negative 
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� Used in Software 
Engineering for avoiding 
common design pitfalls

► Not established in HCI
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� “Takeshi no Chousenjou” (1986) 
(Takeshi's Challenge)

► Nintendo Famicom (NES) 
► by Takeshi Kitano 

� Japanese comedian, actor, presenter, 
author, poet, painter, and film director,

� “a man who hates videogames”
• stated in the game’s title screen

� Several outrageous tasks to 
complete
► holding a button down for 4 hours
► singing karaoke for 1 hour 
► having to hit the final boss 20,000 
times 

� One of Famicom's greatest hits
► never released outside Japan
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� The only way for a player to 
get over obstacles & 
challenges faced is pure 
luck or “trial and error”
► error = getting killed

� Source of major player 
frustration

� Design flaw
► bad or incomplete game 
design

► lack of imagination
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� Most game developers consider GA a hard, 
costly or “exotic” topic
► but willing to invest when they learn more about it

� Average age of game developers: 31 (IGDA, 2005)

� Average number of years working in the computer 
games industry: 5.4 (IGDA, 2005)

� Game developers do like 
playing games

� Really bad games make long 
lasting impressions
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� Very easy to play

► well-known goal and mechanics 

� Demonstrate major, typical accessibility problems 

► Break game accessibility rules in a bold and 
straightforward way

► Break one rule at a time

► Provide advice for solving each problem 

� Employ humor 

� Frustrate players!!!!
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LimitationsLimitationsLimitationsLimitations

� Only part of the available 
guidelines was covered

► limited number of examples provided

� Why

► Exploratory nature of the game

► Not possible to showcase every 
possible instantiation of any 
guideline through a single game

� Need to create a “Game Over!”
for every alternative game genre
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DevelopmentDevelopmentDevelopmentDevelopment

� A UA-game developed first! 

► each level should violate a large 
variety of guidelines 
� with diverse contents and goals

► easily experiment with 
combinations of game 
parameters
� best reflect the effect of the 
violated guidelines

► the game had to be extensible
� add more levels in the future

� Adobe Flash®Professional 9 Public 
Alpha
► Actionscript 3.0 (preview version)
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� Arcademy Games Awards 

►Montreal, Canada 

► sponsored by Festival Arcadia

� Submitted games were 
showcased in front of 
22,000 visitors
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� Follow the principles of Design for All 
► can adapt to different individual 

gamer characteristics 

� Can be concurrently played among 
people with different abilities
► ideally also while sharing the same 

computer

� May be played 
► on various hardware and software 

platforms
► within alternative environments of 

use
► utilizing the currently available device
► while appropriately interoperating 

with assistive technology add-ons
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� The concept has been 
proposed to overcome the 
limitations of previous 
approaches to game 
accessibility 

� Primarily emphasize game 
accessibility
► but also put forward the 
objective of creating 
multiplayer games that are 
concurrently accessible to 
people with diverse abilities
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A game that can adapt its interface and content to best serve the 
requirements of a specific gamer under specific gaming conditions
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� Free games
► UA-Chess, Access Invaders, 
Terrestrial Invaders, Game 
Over!

� Articles
► Theory of Parallel Game 
Universes

► Unified game design

► Game Accessibility: 
Why bother?

► …
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